
Adelaide Plains K&O Club 2003 Champ Show 

Click here for Sunday’s results 

 

Saturday 
 

DOGS 
BABY PUPPY DOG 

1. STUNADEL SLIM SHADY 27/6/03 A Hueppauff/M 
Lloyd                                   Very Promising 
S. *Stunadel Kinetic AZ D. *Stunadel Firewoman AZ M Lloyd  

2. VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M 
Lloyd                        Very Promising 
S. *Nilson V Wildsteiges Land (imp Gmy) AZD. Grundelhardt Wild Witch 
AZ   

3. SIEGERHEIMS LUCA 14/8/03 
Hume/Flynn                                                         Promising 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off AZ D. *Ch Siegerheims BrigitteAZ  

MINOR PUPPY DOG 

1. BRUANGIE BONZA 5/6/03 V Corlett 
S. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ H.Neg D. *Bruangie Jezzabelle AZ 
Very Promising A 6 months old strong substantial well proportions dog of 
very good type. Good withers firm back, well moulded croup which ideally 
could be a fraction longer the upper arm could be longer and a little better 
angulated. very good hindquarter angulation. stands correct in front with 
very good head and very good ear carriage, ideally the eye colour could 
be a little darker. Steps correct at rear and in front with good firmness of 
hock joints for his age. The elbows should however be a little closer laid. 
During movement shows very good groundcovering covering gait.  

PUPPY DOG 

JUNIOR DOG 

1. GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE 30/10/02 I & R Archbold  
S. Alimanda Jak O Diamonds AZ CLI D. Gilarisha Blache AZ CLZ  
Very Good A large strong substantial well proportioned dog of very good 



type. High withers, firm back in stance, the croup ideally should be a little 
longer and better laid. Very good fore and hindqquarter angulation. Stand 
correct in front. With normal chest development. Strong masculine head 
medium eye colour and very good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at 
rear. Steps correct in front where the elbow connection could be a little 
firmer. During movement shows a very good groundcovering expansive 
gait with steep hindquarter and free forehand reach however the 
ligamentation over the back could remain a little firmer.   

INTERMEDIATE DOG 

OPEN DOG 

1. *ARKAHLA GONZO AZ CD ET H-Neg 20/8/00 W & J O'Loughlin 
S. *Ch Arkahla Astrodome AZ CD ET D. *Arkahla Foreffsake AZ 
Excellent  A dog of correct medium size, medium strong, well proportioned 
dog of very good type. Good withers, slightly nick behind, firm back. Well 
moulded croup which could ideally be a little longer. The upper arm while 
of good length should be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stand correct in front with very good fore and lower chest 
development. Good head, medium eye colour and good ear carriage. 
Steps slightly narrow at rear with very good firmness of joints, correct in 
front. During movement shows very good ground covering gait with strong 
hind drive and the forehand reach could be a little freer and at times he 
could carry his wither a little higher.  

2. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK AZ 5/8/01 Hume/Flynn/ 
S. *Troy Von Der Noriswand (imp Gmy) AZ D. *Ch Stegerheims Brigitte 
AZ Corlett 
Excellent  A large strong substantial well proportioned well constructed 
dog of very good type . High withers slightly dip behind firm back well 
moulded croup which ideally could be a fraction longer. The upper arm 
while of good length should be better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands not quite correct in front with very good fore and lower 
chest development. Strong masculine head with very good strength of 
upper and lower jaw. The eye colour however should be a little darker. 
Very good ear carriage. Ideally the neck could be a little longer. Steps 
correct at rear. Wide in front. where the elbows should be a little closer 
laying. During movement shows very good groundcovering gait with 
strong hind drive and free forehand reach however the ligamentation over 
the back should remain a little firmer. The black saddle on this dog should 
not rescind any further.  

3. *EISENLAND EZY RIDER AZ H-Neg 28/12/00 K & S Royal 
S. *Ch Iwan V Lechtal AZ (imp Gmy) D. *Eisenland Persuasion AZ 
Excellent  A dog of correct medium size medium strong, well coloured well 
proportioned dog of very good type. High withers, slightly dip behind firm 
back, slightly short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better 



angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front 
with elbows tucked in. Good head, very good eye colour, very good 
masking and very good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, wide in 
front. During movement shows good ground covering gait with very good 
back transmission. Ideally I would like to see a little more power through 
the hindquarter .  

*ALIMANDA TITAN AZ 5/11/01 R Atkinson 
S. Leitungen Prince Rowdy D. Alimanda Jaqpot 

Excellent  A medium size medium strong well proportioned dog of good type. 
Good withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer 

and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, with 
good fore and very good lower chest development. Good head, very good eye 

colour, and good ear carriage. Ideally I would like to see a little more strength of 
lower jaw. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct at front. During movement shows 
very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive, the forehand reach 

however could be a little freer, He displays very good back transmission. The 
lower chest should be a little longer.  

CHALLENGE DOG: *ARKAHLA GONZO AZ CD ET H-Neg 

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG: *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK AZ 

BITCHES 
BABY PUPPY BITCH 

1. SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA 14/8/03 Hume/Flynn                                        
Very Promising 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) D. *Siegerheims Elke AZ  

2. VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd            Very 
Promising 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ D. Grundelhardt Wild Witch 
AZ  

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

1. LEPPSDORF SERITA 26/5/03 L Hume 
S. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ D. *Sheprose Im Intriguing AZ 
Very Promising  A 6 ½ months old medium size medium strong well 
proportioned feminine bitch of very good type. Good withers, firm back, 
and very good croup. The upper arm is well angled however could be still 
a little longer. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front 
with normal chest development for her age. Good head, good eye colour, 
and good ear carriage. Moves with hock joints slightly close. During 



movement shows good groundcovering gait with good back transmission 
however during movement the ears could be carried a little firmer.  

2. BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS 15/5/03 V Corlett/ 
S. *Hagenstolz El Ego AZ D. *Bruangie Penny Royale AZ J DeLucia 
Very Promising  6 months old strong substantial slightly elongated bitch 
who today is presented in a slightly heavy condition. Good withers, firm 
back in stance, slightly short slightly steep croup. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with good fore and very 
good lower chest development. Very good head and expression with good 
eye colour. Steps correct both front and rear where both the elbows and 
the hock joints could still be a little firmer even for her young age. During 
movement displays very good groundcovering gait with very good 
hindquarter drive and good forehand reach however, the ligamentation 
over the back should remain a little firmer, and certainly for her age the 
bitch needs to be presented in a firmer and drier condition.  

3. TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE 23/3/03 R & M Budarick 
S. *Nilson V Wildsteiger Land AZ (imp Gmy) D. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ 
Promising  8 months old well above medium size medium strong well 
proportioned bitch. Of good type, good withers, firm back, steep croup. 
The upper arm while of good length should be slightly better angulation, 
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with balanced 
chest proportions. Good head, good eye colour, the ears are placed 
slightly broad on the skull. The planes of the head are a little imbalanced, 
slightly long in foreface. Steps slightly narrow at rear, Slightly wide in front. 
During movement both the hindquarter drive and the forehand reach 
should be more expansive.  

PUPPY BITCH 

1. VOMKOGELBERG ADELINA 11/1/03 Seidl/DeLucia 
S. *Sing Ch Nitro Von Tronje (imp Sing) AZ D. *Baccara Sterling Bird 
Very Promising  11 mths A well above medium size, just medium strong, 
well proportioned bitch of very good type. High withers, firm back, well 
moulded croup which ideally could be just a fraction longer. The upper 
should arm should be longer and better angled. Stands correct in front 
with slightly upright pasterns. Good head, medium eye colour and good 
ear carriage. Steps correct at rear with good firmness of joints and in front. 
During movement displays very good groundcovering gait with strong 
hindquarter drive, free forehand reach and good back transmission, 
slightly distracting is the tendency to have a slightly erect head carriage.  

2. TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT 23/3/03 Hume/Buddarick 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZD. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ  
Very Promising  8 mths Above medium size medium strong, well 
proportioned bitch of very good colour. Good withers, firm back, slightly 
short croup. The upper arm is of good length but should be slightly better 
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with 



good head ideally the eye colour should be a little darker and the ears are 
placed slightly broad on the skull. Steps slightly narrow at the rear, wide in 
front. During movement shows good groundcovering gait where both the 
hindquarter drive and the forehand reach could be a little more expansive.  

JUNIOR BITCH 

1. CRAISAN ZARA AZ 21/8/02 Haysman/ 
S. *Bodecka Grandslam AZ H-Neg D. *Craisan Petra DeLucia 
Very Good  Just above medium size medium strong well proportioned 
bitch of very good type. Good withers, slightly dip behind, firm back, 
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, 
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Slightly infirm 
pasterns and slightly open feet. Good fore and very good lower chest 
development. Good head, Very good eye colour and very good ear 
carriage. Steps correct in front with good firmness of elbows, slightly 
narrow at rear with good firmness of hock joints. During movement 
displays very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive and 
free forehand reach.  

2. VONPETA U IDIOT AZ 19/7/02 Pike/Damarell 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off AZ H-Neg D. *Ch Eisenland B Witched AZ 
Very Good  Above medium size, medium strong red and black bitch of 
very good type. Normal withers, firm back well moulded croup which 
ideally could be a fraction longer. The upper arm should be longer and 
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, 
with very good fore and lower chest development. Good head with very 
good eye colour, still good ear carraige. Steps correct at front, very narrow 
behind. During movement shows good ground coverage where the withers 
should at times be carried slightly higher, and ideally should show herself 
with more enthusiasm in her movement. It appears that the bitch at some 
time has chewed her tail.  

3. RHOSYN ZULU AZ 27/8/02 Edwards/Collins 
S. *Leishjaclyn Zpartacus AZ Class1 D. *Rhosyn Chicago Hope AZ Class 
1 
Very Good  A well above medium size, strong, substantial bitch of good 
proportions and type. Still good withers, firm back, slightly short and 
slightly steep croup. The upper arm while of good length should be slightly 
better angled. Very good fore and lower chest development for her age. 
Stands correct in front with good head, however the eye colour should be 
darker. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front. During movement 
shows very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive and 
good forehand reach, just at times she displays a tendency to fall slightly 
on the forehand.  

4. SHEPROSE MISS ABACUS 1/11/02 B Owen 
S. *Aimsway Abacus AZ Neg D. Ch Darkana Ell McPherson 
Very Good  Large medium strong, well proportioned well coloured bitch of 



very good type. Good withers slightly dip behind, firm back slightly short 
and slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better 
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front 
with open feet. Good fore and very good lower chest development. Still 
good head, light eyes, and slightly wide set ears. The lower jaw should be 
little stronger. Steps narrow behind and in front. During movement shows 
good ground covering gait where both the forehand reach and the 
hindquarter drive should be more expansive, the lower chest should be 
longer.  

5. SHEPROSE MAGIC MELODY 1/11/02 Saint/Owen 
S. Aimsway Abacus AZ D. Ch Darkana Elle McPherson 
Very Good  Large, strong well coloured bitch of just slightly long body 
proportions. Good withers, firm back slightly short and slightly steep croup 
The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front, with good fore and very good lower 
chest development. Good head with good maskings, however the eye 
colour should be darker and the ears should be set higher on the skull. 
The lower jaw could be a little stronger. Steps slightly narrow at rear, 
correct in front. During movement shows good groundcovering gait, with 
very good hindquarter drive and good forehand reach, however the ears 
could be carried slightly firmer, the coat is also slightly unruly over the 
croup area and slightly coarse to touch  

6. KARLSKIND QUADRUPLICATE 12/9/02 Coppola/Gale 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D. Karlskind Total Bliss AZ 
Very Good  Large, strong well proportioned bitch of very good type. High 
withers, firm back, short and steep croup. The upper arm should be longer 
and better anguled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front. Very good fore and chest development for age. Dark eyes and good 
ear carriage. I would like to see her gold a little more intense. Steps 
narrow at rear, correct in front. During movement shows very good 
groundcovering gait with good hindquarter drive and good forehand reach 
distracting from this bitch is her overall colouration.  

7. AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE 3/12/02 R Smalbil 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D.Ch Sheprose Eluira AZ 
Very Good  Large, medium strong, well proportioned well coloured bitch of 
very good type. Level withers, firm back, slightly rise over the loin. The 
croup is of good length but is slightly steep. The upper arm is of good 
length but could be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet, good fore and 
pronounced lower chest development. Good head, very good eye and 
very good ear carriage. Steps close behind, correct in front. During 
movement shows very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter 
drive, the forehand reach however should be a little freer. The withers 
should be carried a little higher. The tail is carried with a hook to the left.  

 



INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

1. *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 25/1/02 Pike/Damarell 
S. *Vonpeta Questor AZ H-Neg Cl 1 D. *Ch Eisenland B Witched AZ Cl 1 
Very Good  A just above medium size, medium strong richly pigmented 
black and tan bitch of very lovely type. High withers firm back, very good 
length and lay of the croup. The upper arm while of good length should be 
slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front with balanced chest proportions for age. Good head, good masking, 
good eye colour and correct ear carriage. The bitch impresses with her 
overall type, balance and harmony. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in 
front. During movement shows very good groundcovering gait with strong 
hindquarter drive and good forehand reach and good back transmission.  

2. *BRUANGIE WILLOW MIST AZ 21/2/02 V Corlett 
S. *Lassland Thunda Downunda AZ D. *Bruangie La Lola AZ 
Very Good  Large, strong substantial well proportioned bitch of very good 
type. Good withers, slightly dip behind, firm back, well moulded croup 
which ideally could be just a fraction longer. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet. Very 
good fore and lower chest development. Strong but still feminine head still 
good masking, good ear carriage, the eye clolour however should be a 
little darker. Steps slightly narrow at rear, slightly wide in front. During 
movement shows very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter 
drive the forehand reach however could be a little freer the lower chest 
could be a little longer. Ideally I would like to see the gold colour a bit more 
intense.  

3. GILARISHA ELSA 15/4/02 I & R Archbold 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ Cl 1 D. Alimanda Gila AZ Cl 1 
Very Good  A well above medium size, medium strong well proportioned 
bitch of very good type. High withers, firm back, slightly short croup. The 
upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good lower chest 
development. Good head, very good eye colour, good ear carriage. Steps 
narrow at rear, wide in front. During movement shows good 
groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive the forehand reach 
however should be a little freer.  

4. DARKKNIGHT JEMIMA AZ 20/4/02 C Lacey 
S. Turnberry Hugo Boss D. Rhosyn Koffee 
Ungraded  Large, black and tan well proportioned bitch of good type. 
Normal withers, firm back, slight roach over the loin and slightly short and 
steep croup, the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with very good fore and 
lower chest development. Good head, good eye colour, good ear carriage. 
Steps slightly wide behind, correct in front. During movement shows good 
groundcoverage where the fore and hindquarter drive should be more 



expansive the ear carriage should be firmer, and the lower chest should 
be longer.  

OPEN BITCH 

1. *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ 28/1/98 J Brabham 
S. *Denargun Fandango AZ D. *Denargun Tomfoolery AZ 
Well above medium size, medium strong, well proportioned bitch of very 
good type. Good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. 
The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with very good fore and lower chest 
development. Very good head, good masking, good eye colour and good 
ear carriage. Steps correct at rear with good firmness of joints and in front 
where the elbows could be a little closer laying. During movement shows 
very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive, free forehand 
reach and very good back transmission  

2. *GILARISHA CORKA AZ CL1 29/11/01 Archbold/ 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy D. Alimanda Gila Tilley 
Excellent  Above medium, size strong substantial, expressive bitch of very 
good proportions and type. High withers, firm back, well moulded croup 
which could be longer. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. 
Very good hindquarter with strong powerful thighs. Stands correct in front 
however the pasterns are slightly infirmm. Very good fore and lower chest 
development. Good head, very good eye colour and ear carriage. Steps 
correct both front and rear. During movement shows very good 
groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach.  

3. *CH BRONZEHUND RAGAMUFFIN AZ 16/11/99 Darkknight Knls/ 
S. *Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D. *Bronzehund Chaneledon AZ I Urie 
Excellent  Above medium size strong substantial bitch of very good type. 
Good withers, firm back, slightly short croup. The upper arm is of good 
length but should be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front with very good fore and lower chest 
development. Very good head with good masking and very good eye 
colour and very good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear, and in front 
where both the hock joints and the elbows could remain a little firmer. 
During movement shows very good groundcovering gait, strong 
hindquarter drive, free forehand reach. The ligamentation over the back 
should remain a little firmer.  

4. *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ  7/10/01 Schoemaker/ 
S. *Adelora Marcus AZ Neg D. *Rhosyn Koffee AZ Halling 
Excellent  Well above medium size medium strong well coloured bitch of 
very good type. Good withers, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep 
croup. The upper arm is good length but should be slightly better angled. 
Very good hind angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly open feet. 
Very good fore and lower chest development. Good head with good 
masking, the eye should be darker and good ear carriage. Steps slightly 



narrow at rear, slightly wide in front. During movement shows good 
groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive and good forehand 
reach.  

5. *CH SIEGERHEIMS BRIGITTE AZ 21/7/96 P & K Flynn 
S. *Ch Lesko Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) D. *Djenuen Dangerous 
Liason AZ 
Excellent  Large, strong well proportioned bitch of very good type high 
withers, firm back slightly steep croup The upper arm should be longer 
and better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite 
correct in front with slightly open feet. Very good fore and lower chest 
development. Good head, dark eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps 
slightly narrow at rear, correct in front. During movement shows very good 
groundcovering gait with strong drive and free forehand reach and for her 
age good back transmission.  

6. *TAURON KRYSTAL SHIMMER AZ 18/11/01 Mayne/Phillis/ 
S. *Adelora Marcus AZ H-Neg D. *Delaforce Cool Runnings AZ Wellman 
Excellent  A correct medium size, medium strong feminine well 
proportioned bitch of very good type. Good withers, firm back, and good 
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct 
in front. Very good fore and lower chest development. Good head, good 
eye colour and good ear carriage. Steps correct at rear, hocks joints 
should be a little firmer, correct in front. During movement shows good 
groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter drive and free forehand reach 
at times I would like to see the wither higher.  

7. *VONPETA REGGIE AZ 10/9/00 Coppola/Gale 
S. Ch Crossfire Cantona AZ D. Vonpeta Nadine AZ 
Very Good  Just above medium size medium strong, well proportioned 
bitch. Good withers firm back slightly steep croup the upper arm should be 
slightly longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation stands 
correct in front with slightly upright pasterns. Good head, still good 
masking, and good eye colour. Steps narrow at rear, wide in front. Shows 
good groundcovering movement.  

8. *SAGENHAFT PRETTY WOMAN AZ 10/5/01 Smith/Tester 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off AZ H-Neg D. *Sagenhaft S Burlesque AZ 
Ungraded  An above medium size, medium strong very expressive bitch 
well colour bitch of very good type. High withers, firm back and just slightly 
short croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with good chest 
proportions. Very good head with good eye colour and masking and very 
good ear carriage. Steps slightly narrow at rear, correct in front. During 
movement shows very good groundcovering gait with strong hindquarter 
drive and free forehand reach.  

CHALLENGE BITCH: *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH: *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ 



BEST OF BREED: *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 

RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED: *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ 

BABY OF BREED: VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 

MINOR OF BREED: LEPPSDORF SERITA 

JUNIOR OF BREED: GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE 

Adelaide Plains Kennel & Obedience Club Inc 
Championship Show 

Sunday 

DOGS 
BABY PUPPY DOG 

1. STUNADEL SLIM SHADY 27/6/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd                            
Very Promising 
S. *Stunadel Kinetic AZ D. *Stunadel Firewoman AZ   

2. VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd                
Very Promising 
S. *Nilson V Wildsteiges Land (imp Gmy) AZ D. Grundelhardt Wild Witch 
AZ  

3. SIEGERHEIMS LUCA 14/8/03 Hume/Flynn                                                
Very Promising 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off AZ D. *Ch Siegerheims BrigitteAZ  

MINOR PUPPY DOG 

1. BRUANGIE BONZA 5/6/03 V Corlett 
S. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ H.Neg D. *Bruangie Jezzabelle AZ 
Very Promising  Just 6 mths old, a pup of good type and proportions 
whose colour should be just a little richer. Good head but the eye should 
be a little darker. Good angulations, and good overall firmness. Moves 
correct coming and going. During movement displays a good ground 
covering gait which should be just a little more expansive.  

PUPPY DOG 

JUNIOR DOG 



1. GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE 30/10/02 I & R Archbold 
S. Alimanda Jak O Diamonds AZ CLI D. Gilarisha Blache AZ CLZ 
Very Good  13 mths Large, strong, substantial masculine young dog of 
overall very good type and just slightly long proportions. Excellent 
construction of the head but the eye should be just a little darker. Just 
slightly short neck, high long withers, firm back, well laid but just slightly 
short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Good fore and 
underchest development for his age. Stands correct in front. Moves 
correct going with firm hocks, moves correct coming with slightly loose 
elbows. During movement displays a very good ground covering gait 
transmitted through a very firm back. This dog has good presence.  

INTERMEDIATE DOG 

OPEN DOG 

1. *RHOSYN KRISKROSS AZ 14/3/99 Rhosyn Knls 
S. *Iwan Vom Lechtal (imp Gmy) AZ D. *Rhosyn Ashanti AZ 
Excellent  4 ½ yrs Large, medium strong but masculine dog of slightly 
stretched proportions but very good type. Good expressive head with the 
desired dark eye. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, quite 
good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in 
front. Steps a little narrow going but with firm hocks, steps correct going 
with firm elbows. During movement displays an expansive ground 
covering gait where the back remains firm. This dog has slowly matured 
into a very good representative of the breed.  

2. *ARKAHLA GONZO AZ CD ET H-Neg 20/8/00 W & J O'Loughlin 
S. *Ch Arkahla Astrodome AZ CD ET D. *Arkahla Foreffsake AZ 
Excellent  3.4 mths old Above medium size, medium strong, dog of very 
good proportions and type. Good head and expression but the eye should 
be a little darker. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well laid but 
just slightly short croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, slightly 
weak pasterns. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going with firm 
hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows. During movement 
displays a very good ground covering gait.  

3. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK AZ 5/8/01 Hume/Flynn/ 
S. *Troy Von Der Noriswand (imp Gmy) AZ D. *Ch Stegerheims Brigitte 
AZ Corlett 
Excellent  Just over 2 yrs of age. Well above medium size, medium strong, 
substantial dog of overall slightly long proportions and good type. Good 
head and expression but the eye should be a little darker. Good length of 
neck high withers firm back well laid but slightly short croup. Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Steps 
correct going with slightly loose hocks steps correct coming with slightly 
loose elbows. During movement displays a very good ground covering 
gait.  



4. *ADELORA URANUS A Z HNeg 18/3.01 H. Savelsberg 
S. ch. Denergun browned Off A.Z. H. Neg D. *Gretelheim Chelsea AZ 
Excellent  2 ½ Well above medium size, medium strong, dog of overall very 
good type and proportions. Excellent head with the desired dark eye. 
Good length of neck, high long withers, firm back, well laid but slightly 
short croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stands 
correct in front. Steps correct going away with firm hocks, moves correct 
coming with slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a very good 
ground covering gait. Presented out of coat and performed accordingly. 
His gaiting performance was disappointing.  

5. *ALIMANDA TITAN AZ 5/11/01 R Atkinson 
S. Leitungen Prince Rowdy D. Alimanda Jaqpot 
Very Good  Just 23 mths. Above medium size, medium strong, dog of very 
good proportions and still good type. Very good head and expression. 
Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep 
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Slightly weak 
pasterns. Steps slightly wide going but with firm hocks, steps correct 
coming with slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a good 
ground covering gait.  

6. *EISENLAND EZY RIDER AZ H-Neg 28/12/00 K & S Royal 
S. *Ch Iwan V Lechtal AZ (imp Gmy) D. *Eisenland Persuasion AZ 
Very Good  3yr Above medium size medium strong very good proportions 
and type. Good head and expression. Good length of neck, high withers, 
firm back well laid but just slightly short croup. Good fore and very good 
hindquater angulation. Slightly steep pasterns. Stands slightly french 
footed. Steps correct going with firm hocks, steps correct going but with 
slightly loose elbows. During movement displays good ground covering 
gait.  

CHALLENGE DOG: *RHOSYN KRISKROSS AZ 

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG: *ARKAHLA GONZO AZ CD ET H-Neg 

BITCHES 
BABY PUPPY BITCH 

1. RHOSYN BUFFEE 6/7/03 Rhosyn Knls                                            Very 
Promising 
S. *Rhosyn Quest For Power AZ D. *Rhosyn Ginzano AZ  

2. VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd        Very 
Promising 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ D. Grundelhardt Wild Witch 
AZ  



3. SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA 14/8/03 Hume/Flynn                                    Very 
Promising 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) D. *Siegerheims Elke AZ  

MINOR PUPPY BITCH 

1. BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS 15/5/03 V Corlett/J DeLucia 
S. *Hagenstolz El Ego AZ D. *Bruangie Penny Royale AZ  
Very Promising  6.5 mth old up of overall good proportions balance and 
type. Richly coloured feminine expressive head. Very good angulations. 
During movement displays an expansive flowing gait.  

2. LEPPSDORF SERITA 26/5/03 L Hume 
S. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ D. *Sheprose Im Intriguing AZ 
Very Promising  6.5 Very good proportions, type and balance, Expressive 
feminine head where the eye should be darker. Good angles. Very good 
expansive ground covering gait.  

3. TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE 23/3/03 R & M Budarick 
S.*Nilson V Wildsteiger Land AZ (imp Gmy)D. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ 
Very Promising  8.5 mths Expressive well balanced pup of very good 
proportions and type. Good angles. Expressive head. During movement 
displays a good ground covering gait.  

4. KEEDARA CUPIDSTUNT 7/1/03 D Mayne  
S. *Leberhine Ijaz AZ D. *Brunangie La Lola AZ  
Promising  11 mth pup of overall very good proportions and type and 
colour. Good head and expression spoilt by a light eye. Good withers firm 
back somewhat steep croup. Good angles. The movement is somewhat 
stilted and lacks reach and drive.  

PUPPY BITCH 

1. TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT 23/3/03 Hume/ 
S. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ D. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ 
Buddarick 
Very Promising  8 mth Expressive richly coloured well proportioned 
feminine bitch of very good type. Very good head and expression with 
medium eye colour. Good angulations, good overall balance. Shows good 
ground covering movement and good overall firmness.  

2. VOMKOGELBERG ADELINA 11/1/03 Seidl/DeLucia 
S. *Sing Ch Nitro Von Tronje (imp Sing) AZ D. *Baccara Sterling Bird 
Very Promising  11.5 mths. Bitch of overall good balance proportions and 
very good type. Good head and expression but the eyes should be darker. 
Good angulations. Good overall balance. She should show a little more 
self confidence. Displays good movement and ground coverage.  

 



JUNIOR BITCH 

1. RHOSYN ZULU AZ 27/8/02 Edwards/Collins 
S. *Leishjaclyn Zpartacus AZ D. *Rhosyn Chicago Hope AZ  
Very Good  14.6 mths Well above medium size medium strong, expressive 
feminine bitch of very good proportions and type. Lovely head and 
expression. Good withers firm back well laid but slightly short croup. Very 
good angulations of the fore and hindquarter This bitch has lovely overall 
balance. Steps correct going with just slightly loose hocks, steps correct 
coming with elbows to achieve final firmness. During movement displays a 
very good expansive ground covering gait where the back remains firm.  

2. ADELORA ZENA A Z 13.6.02 S. Pitttelli 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off A.Z. Hneg D. *Adelora Remy A.Z. 
Very Good  Double P1 upper right. 17 months. Well above medium size 
medium strong substantial richly coloured and pigmented expressive bitch 
of very good type and proportions. Very expressive head with the desired 
dark eye. Very good length of neck, high withers firm back and very good 
croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stands correct 
in front. Steps correct coming elbows yet to achieve final firmness, steps 
narrow at rear but with firm hocks. During movement displays very good 
balanced gait and ground coverage.  

3. CRAISAN ZARA AZ 21/8/02 Haysman/DeLucia 
S. *Bodecka Grandslam AZ H-Neg D. *Craisan Petra  
Very Good  16 mths. Just above medium size medium strong, expressive 
feminine bitch of overall very good proportions and type. Very good head 
and expression. Good length of neck, good withers firm back, well laid but 
slightly short croup. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter 
angulations. Slightly weak pasterns. Stands correct in front. Steps correct 
going with firm hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows. 
Whilst displaying a good balanced ground covering gait, the restriction of 
both the croup and forequarter balance each other.  

4. VONPETA U IDIOT AZ 19/7/02 Pike/Damarell 
S. *Ch Denargun Browned Off AZ H-Neg D. *Ch Eisenland B Witched AZ 
Very Good  17 mths. Large, medium strong, expressive, richly coloured 
and pigmented bitch of very good proportions and type. Expressive head 
with a darkish eye. Good length of neck, good withers firm back slightly 
short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulations. Slightly steep pasterns Steps slightly narrow going but with 
firm hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows. During 
movement displays good balanced ground covering gait.  

5. AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE 3/12/02 R Smalbil 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D. Ch Sheprose Eluira AZ 
Very Good  12 mths Large, medium strong, expressive well coloured bitch 
of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression. High 
withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup Very good angulations 
front and rear, very good length of neck. Good fore and underchest 



development for her age. Long flat feet. Moves slightly narrow going but 
with firm hocks, steps correct coming but elbows yet to achieve final 
firmness. During movement whilst displaying a good ground covering gait, 
the drive is just a little restricted due to the problem of the croup.  

6. KARLSKIND QUADRUPLICATE 12/9/02 Coppola/Gale 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D. Karlskind Total Bliss AZ 
Very Good  16 mths. Large, medium strong, substantial, feminine bitch of 
very good proportions and type. The colour should be a little richer. Good 
head and expression. High withers firm back well laid but slightly short 
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Long flat feet. Stands 
correct in front. Steps a little narrow at rear but with firm hocks, steps 
correct coming with slightly loose elbows. Whilst displaying a good 
balanced ground covering gait both reach and drive should be more 
effective.  

7. SHEPROSE MAGIC MELODY 1/11/02 Saint/Owen 
S. Aimsway Abacus AZ D. Ch Darkana Elle McPherson 
Good  13 mths. Well above medium size, just medium strong, richly 
coloured and pigmented bitch of overall good proportions and type. Good 
head and expression and masking but the ears should be set higher in the 
skull. Good length of neck, good withers, firm back, slightly short slightly 
steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands 
correct in front. Steps correct going with firm hocks, steps correct coming 
with slightly loose elbows. During movement the reach and drive should 
be much more effective and show more ground coverage.  

8. SHEPROSE MISS ABACUS 1/11/02 B Owen 
S. *Aimsway Abacus AZ Neg D. Ch Darkana Elle McPherson 
Good  13 mths. Well above medium size medium strong expressive 
feminine bitch of overall very good type and proportions. Well formed head 
but the eye should be darker. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
well laid but slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter 
angulation. Just slightly steep pasterns. Very good colour Steps correct 
going with slightly loose hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose 
elbows. During movement displays still good ground coverage and gait.  

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

1. *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 25/1/02 Pike/Damarell 
S. *Vonpeta Questor AZ H-Neg Cl 1 D. *Ch Eisenland B Witched AZ Cl 1 
Very Good  22 mths. Well above medium size, medium strong, richly 
coloured and pigmented bitch of overall very good type and compact 
proportions. Very expressive head with the desired dark eye. Good length 
of neck, high withers with a slight dip behind, firm back, the croup is just 
slightly short and just slightly steep. Very good angulations. Stands correct 
in front. Slightly steep pasterns. Steps correct going with firm hocks, steps 
correct coming with firm elbows. During movement displays a very good 



ground covering gait. This bitch impresses with her freshness and 
enduring gait.  

2. GILARISHA ELSA 15/4/02 I & R Archbold 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ Cl 1 D. Alimanda Gila AZ Cl 1 
Very Good  19 mths. Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine 
expressive bitch of overall very good type and proportions. Very good 
head and expression with the desired dark eye. High withers, firm back, 
well laid but slightly short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter 
angulations. Stands correct in front. Ideally the colour and pigment should 
be a little richer. Overall this bitch has good balance. Steps correct going 
but with slightly loose hocks, moves correctly coming but with slightly 
loose elbows. During movement displays a very good ground covering 
gait.  

3. DARKKNIGHT JEMIMA AZ 20/4/02 C Lacey 
S. Turnberry Hugo Boss D. Rhosyn Koffee 
Very Good  19 mths. A bitch standing on the absolute maximum size, 
medium strong substantial feminine richly coloured bitch of overall good 
type and proportions. Good formation of the head with the desired dark 
eye. Level withers firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore 
and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Steps a 
little narrow at rear but with firm hocks, steps correctly coming but with 
slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a good balanced ground 
covering gait.  

4. *BRUANGIE WILLOW MIST AZ 21/2/02 V Corlett 
S. *Lassland Thunda Downunda AZ D. *Bruangie La Lola AZ 
Very Good  22 mths Well above medium size, expressive feminine bitch of 
overall very good type and proportions. Expressive head which is well 
formed. Good length of neck, level withers, firm back, well laid but slightly 
short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, slightly weak 
pasterns. Stands correct in front. Steps correctly going with firm hocks, 
steps correctly coming with slightly loose elbows. During movement the 
bitch falls on the forehand but nevertheless has a good ground covering 
gait.  

OPEN BITCH 

1. *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ 7/10/01 Schoemaker/Halling 
S. *Adelora Marcus AZ Neg D. *Rhosyn Koffee AZ  
Excellent  2 ½ Well above medium size medium strong, feminine well 
coloured bitch of very good proportions and type. Very good head and 
expression but the eye could be a little darker. Good length of neck, high 
withers firm back well laid but just slightly short croup. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. This bitch impresses with 
her overall balance. Steps slightly narrow going but with firm hocks, steps 
correct coming but with slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a 
very good ground covering gait.  



2. *CH DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ 28/1/98 J Brabham 
S. *Denargun Fandango AZ D. *Denargun Tomfoolery AZ 
Excellent  4 yrs. Well above medium size, medium strong, richly coloured 
and pigmented bitch of overall very good type and proportions. Very good 
head and expression but the eye could be a little darker. Very good length 
of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Very 
good fore and hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Steps 
correct going but with slightly loose hocks, steps correct coming but with 
just slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a very good ground 
covering gait.  

3. *KEEDARO AIKO AZ 17/08/01 B Mayne/J Phillis 
S. *Leberhine Ijaz AZ H-Neg D. *Bruangie Indra AZ B Mayne/J Phillis 
Excellent  28 mths. Well above medium size, medium strong, expressive 
feminine bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and 
expression with the desired dark eye. Good length of neck, high withers 
firm back well laid but just slightly short croup. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Ideally the colour should be a little richer. Slightly 
flat feet. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going with slightly 
loose hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows. During 
movement displays a very good energetic ground covering gait.  

4. *GILARISHA CORKA AZ 29/11/01 Archbold/Tilley 
S. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy D. Alimanda Gila  
Excellent  25 ½ mths Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine 
bitch of overall very good proportions and type. Good head and 
expression with the desired dark eye. High withers firm back well laid but 
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hind angulations., slightly 
weak pasterns. Could be just a little longer in foreleg. Stands correct in 
front. Steps correct going with firm hocks, steps correct coming with 
slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a very good ground 
covering gait.  

5. *CH BRONZEHUND RAGAMUFFIN AZ 16/11/99 Darkknight Knls/I Urie 
S. *Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ D. *Bronzehund Chaneledon AZ  
Very Good  4 yrs. Well above medium size, medium strong, a bitch of 
overall good type and very good proportions. Very good head and 
expression with the desired dark eye. High withers firm back, slightly short 
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. 
Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps 
correct going with firm hocks, steps correct coming with slightly loose 
elbows. During movement displays a good ground covering gait where the 
reach and drive should be more effective.  

6. *VONPETA REGGIE AZ 10/9/00 Corpola/Gale 
S. Ch Crossfire Cantona AZ D. Vonpeta Nadine AZ 
Very Good3 yr. Large, well coloured expressive feminine bitch of very 
good proportions and good type. Very good head and expression with the 
desired dark eye. Good length of neck, high withers firm back, slightly 
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter 



angulations. Moves slightly narrow going with firm hocks, moves slightly 
narrow coming with slightly loose elbows. During movement displays a 
good ground covering gait where the reach and drive should be more 
effective.  

 

CHALLENGE BITCH: *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH: *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ 

 

BEST OF BREED: *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 

RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED: *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ 

BABY OF BREED: RHOSYN BUFFEE 

MINOR OF BREED: BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS 

PUPPY OF BREED: TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT 

JUNIOR OF BREED: RHOSYN ZULU AZ 

INTERMEDIATE OF BREED: *CH VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM AZ 

OPEN OF BREED: *DARKKNIGHT INDECENT OFFA AZ 
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